Damage of your valuable family photos can consist of:
Deterioration through age and sunlight: unnatural colour casts, fading, loss of detail
Foreign matter: writing and pencil marks, coffee and other stains, mold
Physical damage: scratches, cracks, ripped into several pieces
In most cases, all of the above is reparable, but requires different methods
and can take up several hours of work.
Foreign matter and physical damage is removed manually with a digital pen
and tablet. Under high magnification, damaged areas are replaced with samples
of a neighboring, intact area and an exact match in colour and texture is achieved.
To be able to achieve the highest possible image resolution to work with, and
subsequently, for the resulting quality of the final print,
this process requires a high resolution scan made on professional equipment.
Therefore the original photograph is required in form of either print, negative or transparency (slide).
Your original will be returned untouched. Instead, a new print will be made, which
can be of a convenient size - to fit standard frames, avoiding costly custom-framing.
These high quality prints, also known as Giclée-Prints, are made with the same
archival-quality materials as my Fine Art-Prints, guaranteed to resist yellowing
and fading in excess of 100 years.
Black & White images can be neutral, sepia or hand-coloured,
preserving the antique appearance. Various borders and inscriptions are possible.
A digital version for sharing or for your digital photo album
is available without additional cost.
I will provide you by e-mail with samples and variations, for viewing and
your approval, before making the final print.
Finished prints are delivered in crystal clear sleeves and on backing material,
for protection and proper presentation.
Please contact me for further details.
other services offered:
custom photography, private / commercial
transfer to digital of prints, slides, negatives
creation of slide shows
editing and preparation for reproduction and commercial use

Klaus Rossler
429 Moose Horn Rd. Sioux Lookout / ON
807-737-7243
kr-photography@bell.net
gallery: www.kr-photography.ca
blog: www.klausrossler.wordpress.com
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